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The Silver Line is the UK’s free, 24-hour confidential helpline,

providing information, friendship and advice to older people.

It is open every day and night of the year, supporting some of

the loneliest and most isolated people in our communities.

The charity is close to our hearts here at Ability Superstore as we

have adopted it as our chosen national charity.

You can call The Silver Line at any time on 0800 4 70 80 90, or

you can find out more about volunteering and other ways to get

involved at www.thesilverline.org.uk



2017

VAT Relief

If you are chronically ill or disabled, many items on our website are available VAT free

if you are buying them for personal and domestic use and they are relevant to your

condition.

To claim relief from VAT, customers must have a relevant disability or be purchasing

on behalf of someone with a relevant disability.

To make it simple when purchasing from this website, you will just need to complete

the declaration form in the checkout process. Please note that VAT exemption

eligibility does not cover those who are frail/elderly who are otherwise able-bodied.

Please note that VAT still has to be charged on the postage and packing element of

the order even if VAT exemption is applied to the product.
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Gifts for A Cosy Christmas

Luxury Patterned Lap Tray

These attractive and convenient

trays mould to your figure,

providing a stable surface for

writing, book support, snacking,

using a laptop and more. Have a

perfectly cosy winter or give as a

beautiful gift to someone special,

with various designs to suit

anyone.

Stable surface

Beanbag base

Various designs

Wooden frame

Product Code: 61859 - 61861



£17.99



Heated Foot Massager

This soft-touch suede foot massager has

two massage settings and heat control

which helps to easily revive cold and

tired feet. The fleece lining is washable

to ensure freshness with every use.

Removable lining

Heat and massage control

Suitable for men and women up

to shoe size 12

Product Code: 55406



Selina Adjustable Slippers



£26.99



The Selina slipper has a snug collar which is designed to hug the

foot, particularly the ankle, whilst the Velcro strap is perfect for

allowing you to choose the precise adjustment for the best fit.

Especially ideal for winter weather with their soft, fleecy inner lining,

the Selina's are guaranteed to keep you snug and in the festive spirit

with their sparkly design.

Deep seam free toe box

Extra wide fit

Non-slip outdoor sole

Available in Cherry, Navy or Black



Mini Hot Water Bottles

These snuggly mini hot water bottles

are an ideal gift for people of all

ages. Providing hours of warmth,

comfort and relief from all those

aches and pains and providing the

perfect companion on a chilly night.

4 designs

0.5L bottle

Hours of warmth

Relief from aches

Product Code: 61870 - 61873



£16.99

www.abilitysuperstore.com



Product Code: 61262 - 61276



£39.00



Gifts for Outdoor Adventurers

Trionic Veloped Walkers

The Trionic Velopeds are a luxury alternative to a typical

rollator. With a range of veloped suited to going outdoors,

whether its sports, trekking, touring or golfing - you can

find a Veloped to suit your outdoor adventurer spirit.

These robust, modern rollators come with a range of

optional accessories to help you transport all you

essentials while out roaming the hills or playing a round of

golf. The sturdy wheels can handle any grassy verge,

cobbles and other terrain you come across.

Easy to handle

Comes with seat

Ultimate ground clearance

Fully height adjustable

Large wheels

Veloped TREK : 37319

Veloped SPORT: 37315

Veloped GOLF: 37318

Veloped TOUR : 37317

Veloped ALL TERRAIN : 33015



Prices from:

£774.99 exc VAT



Let's Go Out Rollator



Hat with Torch

A bright idea to keep you warm this

winter. Ideal for dark nights and

mornings, the lighted beanie will

keep your head snug and warm

whilst the integrated light can

illuminates your way. With its

rechargeable USB portal, it gives

up to 15 hours of light in between

charges. The hat is even rain-proof

making it great in any weather

conditions.



The Let's Go Out Rollator is the

stylish answer to a durable yet sleek

walking frame. The robust wheels

can handle curbs and uneven

cobbles. The built-in spring system

in the wheels gives it a smooth

movement compensating for stiff

joints. The leather effect seat offers

a comfortable solution when a rest is

needed.

Height adjustable - 77-95cm

Folding

Large wheels

Product Code: 49871 &amp; 49872



Intergrated torch

Rain proof

Rechargable USB portal



£234.99 exc VAT

(£281.99 inc VAT)



Handmade Chestnut Thumbstick

This traditional favourite handmade

chestnut walking stick is a classic

and ideal for walks in the

countryside. This is an indispensable

accessory for any walker and, made

from coppiced chestnut wood, this

beautiful rustic walking stick has a

natural “V” shape to rest the thumb

on whilst walking.

Handmade

Approx 49"

Rubber ferrule

Ideal for traversing uneven ground

Product Code: 49871



£25.00



www.abilitysuperstore.com



Product Code: 61858



£16.00



Gifts for Bookworms

Pop-up Book End

The smart way to organise your books at home or

at work. With grippy feet they will ensure that your

library stays up straight without tumbling over.

Simply pop up to use or fold down to store away.

Various colours

Organise books easily

Non-slip feet grips

Strong &amp; durable



£11.49



Product Code:



Folding Touch Travel Lamp

Bright LED's make this portable Z

lamp ideal for travelling, especially

with its rechargeable built in battery.

Great for planes and trains or if you

want it as fixed feature at your desk,

you can even wall mount it for that

perfect spot light every time. It's

sleek design makes it suitable for all

decor and tastes.

Two brightness settings

Rechargeable battery

White aluminium

One button light operation

Product Code: 56438



Gimble Book Holder

A comfortable hands-free book

holder which is ideal for small

paperbacks up to larger textbooks.

Both lightweight and strong, it is

also ideal for use on the go.

Minimal interference with your

reading. The perfect reading

partner at home or away.

Various colours

Holds open at perfect angle

Hands-free reading

Lightweight and portable



£28.00



Product Code: 61537 - 61540



The Really Tiny Book Light

The perfect solution to reading at

night. No more bright bedside

lamps disrupting sleep, this easily

clips onto your book and shines

directly onto the page. Thin and

compact which also makes it great

for travelling. Batteries included.

Various colours

90˚ Angle tilt

Easy to use

Ideal for travelling

Product Code: 61568 - 61573



£7.00

www.abilitysuperstore.com



£7.00



Gifts for Gadget Geeks

Tablet Cushion

Whether you are reading in bed, internet

shopping or relaxing on a beach these

bean bag cushion tablet stands make all

this much more comfortable. Each one is

handmade from durable fabric and is

filled with bean bag poly balls which

gently mould around your device to

securely support it..

Handmade

Three designs available

Durable fabric

Product Code: 61878 - 61880



£19.00



Digital Day Clock

Uccello Kettle

Our exclusive ice white Uccello

Kettle provides effortless "powersteering" pouring action and is

beautifully engineered with expert

craftsmanship. The Uccello features

an ergonomic handle for a

comfortable, stable grip and pour

action. The easy to read water level

indicator allows you to boil exactly

the amount you need. The clear

power on light indicates when the

kettle is switched on, there is also an

auto shut-off feature with overheating protection to prevent any

accidents.

Non-slip base

Quiet boiling

Modern colour range

1.5 Litres capacity

Removable anti-scale filter

Product Code: 61250 /49704



A simple and modern digital clock with

date, time and day of the week with

orientation reminder. Auto detects and

adjusts the displays brightness in day and

night mode. Perfect for anyone living with

visual impairments or Alzheimer's.

8 inch LED backlight.

12Hours/24Hours.

UK power supply socket

Maximum contrast

Product Code: 61283



£51.66 exc VAT



£38.33 exc VAT

(£39.59 inc VAT)



Talking Photo Album

A fantastic gift to re-live memories and times gone

by. Record music, your own voice and sounds to

help create an personalised atmosphere on every

page. Perfect to gather everyone around and get

nostalgic this Christmas.

Flip-style album

Records 6 mins of sound

Each page has PLAY/STOP button

Product Code: 60456 &amp; 60457



www.abilitysuperstore.com



£28.33 exc VAT



Gifts for Foodies



Chop 2 Pot

This award-winning folding chopping

board has an innovative design letting

you prepare food on the knife-friendly

cutting surface before using the

funnel to add it to your pan or dish.

One-handed chopping

Modern design

Dishwasher safe

Product Code:61723 - 61725



£16.00



OXO Auto Chopper

Make easy work of chopping

veg such as onions. An internal

bumper makes this shock

absorbing to increase comfort

and reduce sound. Includes a

spoon for scooping out

chopped ingredients.

Even chopping

Non-slip grip topper

Easy clean-up

Product Code: 35083



£16.99



Dial Storage Container

Perfect for any leftover Christmas

pud or turkey trimmings. Each

comes with a clever contrarotating dial in the lid which allows

you to clearly date the contentseither by date stored or use by

date. No food needs to go to

waste this winter.

1.2l capacity

Dial for date stored/use by

Microwave and dishwasher safe

Product Code: 61722



£10.99



Easy Squeeze Salt &amp; Pepper Grinders

This quirky pepper mill and salt grinders

are perfect for any kitchen. The soft

rubber grip makes them non-slip and easy

to squeeze to get your perfect portions

required. A dial on the side allows for easy

adjustment of coarseness of the grind.

Product Code: 61424 - 61423



www.abilitysuperstore.com



Soft rubber grip

Modern design

Easy &amp; safe to operate

One handed use



£13.99



Gifts for Star Bakers

Squeeze &amp; Pour Measuring Cup

The fabulous Squeeze and Pour

Silicone Measuring Cups make it easy

to mix, measure, microwave and pour.

The honeycomb pattern provides a nonslip grip and a simple squeeze forms a

precise pour spout. Perfect for festive

sauces, custard and melted chocolate.

Microwave and dishwasher safe

Honeycomb pattern causes heat to dissipate

Flat base providing stability

Precise pour spout



£11.99



Product Code:61413



Trigger Ice Cream Scoop

The Brilliant Reading Rest



Get that precise dollop of brandy

butter with this great Trigger

Scoop. The easy-to-use swing

lever helps to get that round scoop

every time and pop it into the bowl

with no struggling to remove it. The

soft, comfortable handle features a

lip which stops your hand from

sliding up if the ice cream is slightly

solid. No more struggling, with this

simple tool you will be serving up

ice cream in no time at all.



Perfect for holding cookbooks

upright for easy viewing while you

whip up a tasty, festive recipe this

season. Durable and easy to wipe

clean making it perfect for any

kitchen, especially with its

fantastic colour range. Adjustable

angle settings and folds down

conveniently for storage. With five

fantastic colours to choose from

you can brighten up any kitchen

with the brilliant reading rest.



Easy-to-use swing lever

Use for large scoops

Soft, comfortable handle

Dishwasher safe



Brighten up your kitchen

Foldable and adjustable

Easy to wipe clean

Product Code: 61542 - 61545



Product Code: 61887



£16.99



One Handed Rolling Pin

This heavy duty rolling pin has a

soft handle ensures a good grip

for steady and smooth pastry

rolling, so you can whip up

pizzas, pies and more this

season. Simple to use and easy

to rinse and wash clean.

Can be used with one hand

Easy to clean

Good grip handle

Steel core for extra weight

Product Code: 36997



£9.98



www.abilitysuperstore.com



£10.99
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